### Courses

**GBUS 401 Financial Reporting for Managers and Investors 3 Credits**


**GBUS 408 Advanced Business Speaking and Pragmatics 2 Credits**

Designed to assist international business students become capable communicators within the U.S. and the global marketplace. Students will increase their oral communicative competence and socio-cultural communication awareness through assignments designed to help them learn successful behaviors and customs that are essential elements of oral communication in U.S. graduate business courses, job searching, networking, business presentations, and career development. Students are assessed through their successful use of advanced language functions during the application of face-to-face business settings including business-style negotiations, interviews, presentations, and panel discussions.

**GBUS 409 Advanced Business Writing and Reading 2 Credits**

Designed to introduce international business students to the types of rhetoric and written structures required in an American university graduate business program, as well as in most business environments; and to provide them with the skills and strategies that are necessary to produce cogent academic essays and papers, as well as business summaries and briefs for the global marketplace. Utilizing a process writing approach, students model expository, chronological order/process, compare and contrast, cause and effect, argumentative, and problem-solution styles, as well as formal and informal business written communication styles. Students are assessed through their successful use of these rhetorical models in writing, their advanced level of academic vocabulary and grammatical structures, as well as through summaries and analyses of research-level articles that include appropriate academic publication conventions.

**GBUS 413 Advanced Management Accounting 3 Credits**


**GBUS 414 Financial Statement Analysis and Interpretation 3 Credits**

This course focuses on analysis of financial statements. It develops the skills necessary to interpret and use financial statement information effectively to assess profitability and risk and is intended for individuals likely to become intensive users of financial accounting information. Requirements include readings, case studies, presentations, and written analysis of actual financial statements.

**GBUS 419 Financial Management 3 Credits**

An intermediate level course in corporate finance. Coverage includes capital budgeting techniques including real options, decision tree analysis, risk analysis, advanced cost of capital theories, capital structure theory, dividend policy, working capital management, mergers and acquisitions, restructuring, and bankruptcies. The course emphasizes both theory and practice through lectures, cases, and financial modeling exercises. Students not possessing the relevant prerequisites must obtain waivers from the designated finance faculty representative.

**GBUS 420 Investments 3 Credits**


**GBUS 421 Advanced Investments 3 Credits**

Advanced topics relating to specific areas within investment finance such as valuation/security analysis; portfolio/risk management; fixed investment securities; mutual funds; hedge funds; microstructure; and trading. Consent of designated finance faculty representative required.

**GBUS 422 Derivatives and Risk Management 3 Credits**

The theory and application of a variety of derivative instruments (options, futures contracts, etc.) used in corporation finance and the financial services industry. The focus is on the risk management application vs. a rigorous development of option pricing theory and similar topics. Consent of designated finance faculty representative required.

**GBUS 424 Advanced Topics in Financial Management 3 Credits**

Advanced topics relating to specific areas of corporate finance such as: theoretical and empirical examination of recent developments in financial management, asset valuation and capital budgeting including the role of uncertainty, imprecise forecasts, risk preferences, inflation, market conditions, and the global marketplace, working capital management, leasing, mergers, and financing. The course content may vary between instructors or each time the course is offered. Consent of designated finance representative.

**GBUS 425 Real Estate Financing and Investing 3 Credits**

An upper-level course in modern real estate financing techniques from the perspectives of both the borrower and the lender. Subject matter encompasses the following areas: The principles of financing decisions; financing methods and techniques; institutional sources of funds for real estate; and real estate financing decisions. Consent of designated finance faculty representative required.

**GBUS 426 Financial Markets and Institutions 3 Credits**

Functions and portfolios of financial intermediaries. Sectional demand and supply of funds, nature and role of interest rates, term structure and forecasting, impact of inflation and regulations on financial intermediaries and markets, and current developments in the financial system. Management of assets and liabilities within the U.S. financial institution's legal and economic constraints. Consent of designated finance faculty representative.

**GBUS 431 Quantitative Finance 3 Credits**

Relationship of quantitative models to financial theory and applications. Capital budgeting, portfolio selection, security evaluation, cash management, inventory policy and credit analysis. Consent of designated finance faculty.

**GBUS 432 Demand and Supply Chain Planning 3 Credits**

Students will learn how businesses work together to build relationships and integrate demand and supply planning activities across the supply chain to deliver superior value to customers. They will also learn about tools and technologies that enable integration as well as the critical drivers and the key metrics that support supply chain performance. Current readings and case studies, simulations and written assignments will be used.
GBUS 437 Federal Taxation and Business Decisions 3 Credits
Impact of federal taxation on the structure and timing of business decisions. Problem-solving methods and research techniques from a managerial perspective.
**Prerequisites:** ACCT 307

GBUS 440 Human Resource Management 3 Credits
A survey of personnel management activities in organizations. Topics include human resource planning, recruitment, selection, equal employment opportunity, performance appraisal, compensation, career planning, safety and health, and quality of work life issues. Consists of lectures, discussion, and case analysis.

GBUS 442 Seminar in Management Consulting 3 Credits
A study of consulting practices in general and their application to small business. Processes include a field study/counseling service to a local business. Emphasis is on the identification and analysis of multidisciplinary problems and opportunities and the implementation of recommendations. Must have completion of MBA background courses (or equivalent). Consent of instructor required.

GBUS 444 Managerial Communication Skills 3 Credits
Organization, style and strategy of language to inform, direct and persuade. Application of writing, reading, speaking and listening skills to managerial problems. Case studies.

GBUS 445 Labor-Management Administration 3 Credits
A study of the U.S. system of industrial relations, including the evolution and present status of labor law; union organizing efforts; the strategy of negotiations; the substantive provisions of collective bargaining and the administration of collective agreements. Also considered is the role of unions in the implementation of programs for employee self-management and other workplace innovations.

GBUS 446 Commercial Potential Assessment 3 Credits
A study of the process of bringing an invention to market with emphasis on commercial potential. Industrial analysis, competitor intelligence and strategic issues will be emphasized along with the development of market strategy and an overall business plan. Extensive research including data base searches will be included. Instructor permission required.

GBUS 447 Negotiation 3 Credits
The class examines the behavioral foundations of the negotiation process. Topics include: The negotiation process, negotiation planning, power in negotiations, communications in negotiations, tactics, concepts of win-win and win-lose, social styles, individual and team negotiations, ethical considerations, cultural differences, negotiating in sole source (customer) situations, using third parties. The concepts will be exposed through both lectures and simulations.

GBUS 448 Leadership 3 Credits
This course is an examination of leadership at the organization and group/team levels, and aims to develop and build a student’s leadership skills and the ability to diagnose leadership needs in different situations. In identifying and building these leadership skills, the course will focus on the decisions leaders need to make, and the appropriate leadership decision-making processes required in various contexts and at different stages of an organization’s existence. Cases and developmental exercises including in-depth decision-making exercises are utilized and cover diverse situations and cross-cultural dimensions including specific situations such as a crisis or ethically difficult decisions.

GBUS 450 Strategic Supply Management 3 Credits
A survey course designed to introduce the MBA/MSE student to the vital role played by supply management in achieving overall effectiveness for the firm in today's global economy. The course starts by examining the traditional purchasing process and then moves on to an examination of the evolution of purchasing into supply management and, finally, to the role purchasing plays in improving effectiveness of the entire value chain. Consists of lectures, discussion and case analysis.

GBUS 453 Transportation and Logistics Management 3 Credits
The control of physical distribution and inventories: the flow of information, products and cash through the integrated supply chain.

GBUS 455 E-Business Enterprise Applications 3 Credits
Implications of key information technologies used within and across businesses to conduct e-business, including customer relationship management, enterprise resource planning, online ordering and inventory management, supply chain management, and e-procurement systems, data warehousing, data mining, intranets, and knowledge management.

GBUS 456 Applied Supply Chain Models 3 Credits
This course will present applied and analytic approaches for developing inventory and forecasting models, supplier selection, supply chain quality management, and production planning and supply chain network design.

GBUS 458 Strategic Information Systems 3 Credits
Understanding the various types of computer based information systems and developing an ability to identify and exploit information technologies to gain competitive advantage, at the individual, group and organizational levels.
**Prerequisites:** MBA 403

GBUS 460 Strategic Marketing Management 3 Credits
The course studies the management of contemporary organizations from the perspective of a marketing manager. While the course content addresses the activities required to maintain a strategic fit between an organization’s environment and its particular set of objectives and resources, the central focus is on designing strategic marketing actions for various types of organizations. The course pedagogy emphasizes the application of marketing and other business principles through seminars, simulations, or case discussion.
**Prerequisites:** MBA 404

GBUS 462 Pharmaceutical Marketing 3 Credits
The course provides an introduction and overview of the various healthcare system components as they relate to the pharmaceutical industry. This course will (1) focus on product decisions of the firm, requiring an occasional shift in focus from that of corporate management to that of operating managers of new product activities or established brands; (2) recognize the importance of marketing research as input to product decisions; (3) take a managerial orientation; (4) recognize the need to tailor product policy approaches to the characteristics of the decision-maker and the firm. The course will be a mixture of lectures, discussions, case analyses, and group exercises. Graduate students only.
**Prerequisites:** MBA 404

GBUS 464 Business-to-Business Marketing 3 Credits
This course focuses on marketing strategies and tactics in firms whose customers are other institutions, not individuals. Topics covered include organizational buying behavior, managing strategic buyer-seller relationships, sales force deployment, communication strategies, and so on. Specific attention is given to the impact of information technology and globalization in the business to business context.

GBUS 465 Creating Breakthrough Innovations 3 Credits
Most products and services either fail or do average business, but some are phenomenally successful. Such products and services that provide phenomenal financial returns and become market leaders can be called “Breakthrough Products and Services“. The main objective of the course is to improve our understanding of the process of creating breakthrough products and services. It is accomplished by in-class discussions of cases, assignments, and the state-of-the-art research work in academia and industry. The course concludes with a term paper that integrates the concepts learned from class discussions, reference books, and research papers and applies them to a real product. Must have graduate student status plus two years of postgraduate work experience.
GBUS 466 Marketing Research and Analysis 3 Credits
This course focuses on procedures for collecting and analyzing relevant information for informed decision making by managers. The process of identifying research questions, developing instruments for collecting information, appropriate interpretation of information, and appropriateness of research methods are some of the topics discussed in this course. The course focuses on the process of doing marketing research as well as the techniques for analyzing information. Discussion of concepts and cases, developing data collection instruments, and doing actual marketing research projects will form the key elements of this course.
Prerequisites: (ECO 401 or BUEC )

GBUS 467 Sales Management 3 Credits
This course takes an integrated approach to the study of sales management, including formulation of strategically sound programs and the implementation of selling initiatives and the evaluation and control of the organization’s sales activities. Topics include the role of the sales manager in the divergent demands of multiple constituencies; the development of effective sales organizations; lead generation and quota setting; territory management; and motivation and reward systems. Learning methods include case studies where students’ diagnose problems and develop viable alternatives.

GBUS 470 Marketing Communications Strategies 3 Credits
This course focuses on how various elements of communications are integrated to achieve various organizational objectives. In addition to the traditional communication media such as advertising and point of purchase media, emphasis will also be placed on new media and strategies made possible due to the advances in technology. The course will involve discussion of concepts, case analysis and discussion, insights from practitioners, and group projects.

GBUS 471 Strategic Brand Management 3 Credits
This course approaches the study of brand management by illustrating the formulation of strategically sound brand management programs and the evaluation and control of the implementation of key brand initiatives (new products, advertising support, etc.). Focus is on theories and models to develop and manage brand equity. Specific learning modules include customer development, brand strategy development, brand extension development and annual brand planning. Specific attention is focused on case studies and team projects in building, measuring and managing brand equity.

GBUS 472 Strategies for Services Marketing 3 Credits
The course focuses on the challenges of marketing and managing services (whether in a manufacturing or service business) and discusses the development of strategies for addressing these challenges. The need for cross-functional integration to provide effective service is stressed. Illustrative topics include service quality gap analysis, relationship between superior service and profitability, service encounter analysis, customer lifetime value analysis, services guarantees, and service demand and capacity management.

GBUS 473 International Finance 3 Credits
Consideration of problems arising from the risks associated with international investing and multinational corporation finance (currency, political, etc.). Focus is on (a) investing in international market given the institutional constraints and differences between domestic markets, and (b) managerial issues relating to corporations, investors, and financial institutions. Consent of designated finance faculty representative.
Prerequisites: GBUS 419

GBUS 474 Legal Aspects of International Business 3 Credits
Various legal problems of engaging in business abroad, including contracts, technology transfer, property ownership, business organizations and labor, using a case and problem-solving approach.

GBUS 475 Global Marketing Strategies 3 Credits
The course is designed to provide a framework within which global marketing operation can be analyzed, understood, and undertaken. The course focuses on issues that are being faced by firms in today’s global marketplace, particularly those that are related to strategy formulation and implementation. The learning experience in this course is placed on global business decision-making, through the use of case studies, projects, exercises, and lectures.

GBUS 481 (MSE 481) Technology, Operations and Competitive Strategy 3 Credits
Develops an understanding and appreciation of the interrelationships among technology, operations and the competitive strategy of the firm. Industry analysis and competitiveness; competitive strategy formulation and implementation; value chain analysis; operations strategy and technology strategy; operation’s contributions to competitive advantages in cost, quality and variety and new product introduction.

GBUS 486 Qualitative Research Methodology 3 Credits
Study of techniques that describe, decode and translate social phenomena. Explores how interpretive researchers plan and conduct studies and present findings. Studies investigators’ roles, data sources, observation methods, data analysis methods and trustworthiness of findings. A field research project is required.

GBUS 490 Thesis 0-6 Credits
GBUS 492 Special Topics 1-4 Credits
Repeat Status: Course may be repeated.

GBUS 494 Field Projects 1-4 Credits
The field projects course will provide MBA students with an opportunity to apply MBA concepts with an employer, corporate partner or other suitable organization. Students will work with a supervising professor and a corporate representative on a project designed by the student. Students must prepare a written proposal for the project including the expected outcomes and an estimate of the hours required for completion. Students will present their proposal to a faculty member of their choice for approval. The academic rigor and time required to complete the project will determine the number of credits earned.

GBUS 499 Dissertation 1-12 Credits